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In this paper, we propose a fast semi-numerical algorithm for computing all irreducible
branches of a curve in Cτ defined by polynomials with rational coefficients, we also treat
the case of a non-reduced curve. Our algorithm does not requires a prior projection
procedure which, in many cases, is difficult to achieve. It relies on a fine analysis of
a generic “fat” section of the curve. Our approach could be applied to more general
situations, it generalizes our previous study on absolute factorization of polynomials.
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1. Introduction
In two previous papers (Galligo and Watt, 1997; Ruppecht, 2001), we presented an algo-
rithm for computing absolute (i.e. over the field C) factorization of multivariate polyno-
mials with rational coefficients. Its implementation (Ruppecht, 2000) has shown that it is
very efficient for medium degrees (about 60) and there are several ways for improving it
for the treatment of higher degrees. The computation of irreducible branches of a curve
(more generally of an algebraic subvariety of Cτ ) is an active domain of research and
is useful in many applications. It is a natural and classical geometric generalization of
absolute factorization of polynomials, see, for example, the book of von zur Gathen and
Gerhard (1999) for history and bibliography.
The classical procedure for computing such a decomposition is first to project the
curve on a plane curve and then to compute an absolute factorization of the equation of
the obtained plane curve. The complexity of this projection procedure increases drasti-
cally with the degree of the curve. Therefore for composite curves, even if the degrees
of each irreducible branch are low or medium, the all procedure becomes intractable. So
it is worthwhile to develop an alternative strategy of computation which only compute
the projection of a plane section of the curve (this is of dimension zero) via an elim-
ination algorithm. This last task has been studied extensively and is rather efficiently
implemented in many computer algebra systems for medium sized systems.
A rather efficient way to compute a projection of a variety of positive dimension is to
proceed by projection in a section and then by homotopy or so-called formal homotopy,
i.e. Newton–Hensel liftings, see, for example, the recent thesis of Lecerf (2001b) and its
description and bibliography on the work of the group TERA (Giusti and Heintz, 1991;
Giusti et al., 1998). The program spends most of the time in this second step. Let us
notice that the method of factorization we used in Galligo and Watt (1997) and Rup-
pecht (2001) also consists in a treatment in a section followed by a Hensel lifting. In this
paper we mix these two procedures and take advantage of the composite feature in order
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to minimize the complexity of the Hensel liftings. We also address the difficult case of
non-reduced curves, i.e. with multiple components which were left apart in our previous
paper presented at ISSAC’2001 (Galligo and Ruppecht, 2001).
The output we provide consists of extensions of Q and adapted representations with
coefficients in these extensions for all irreducible branches. We will use big floats fast
computations to get enough precise approximations of our algebraic objects in order to
compute good candidates (with probability almost 1) and then check that they satisfy
the exact requirements.
In this paper, we will not focus on improving our factorization algorithm for high
degrees (this will be done in another work) but on its interaction with a projection
algorithm. One of our procedures uses a combinatorial routine with an exponential com-
plexity; but we were able to optimize it and it runs very quickly for medium degree (up
to 60). As most computations can be performed using floating point approximations,
the algorithms are very efficient for such degrees. Our algorithms rely on a probabilis-
tic approach and need to perform a generic change of coordinates which implies some
interesting geometrical properties on the curve. We will not provide any asymptotic
complexity analysis nor any Diophantine analysis of the big-float approximations; the
interested reader can find results on these topics in the work of the group TERA (see
their web site: tera.medicis.polytechnique.fr), more precisely for the last point see
the recent work of Pardo.
The decomposition algorithm is divided into several steps. First we compute the points
of a generic plane section of the considered curve C . Then we describe an infinitesimal
neighborhood of this section (i.e. a “fat” section) by computing approximate Taylor
expansions along the curve. Using a combinatorial procedure (zero sums search) we com-
pute a partition of these points. This partition is indeed the partition induced by the
hyper-plane sections of the irreducible components of C . Then using Newton–Hensel lift-
ings, we compute numerical approximations of the factors of the equation of a generic
projection of C . Finally we construct, by rational approximation, an exact candidate for
the equation of a generic projection of C and a candidate for its absolute factorization
and the algebraic extension of Q. Then we check the exact validity of these representa-
tions of the irreducible branches. In the non-reduced case, the computation of the Taylor
expansions of the first step is not at all straightforward because the implicit function
theorem does not apply. We solve this difficulty by a deflation procedure which pro-
duces, via derivations, well adapted local equations for the associated reduced curve. An
important point is that the pattern of construction of these new equation can be settled
by computations in the generic section.
The general idea of using numerical computations and of grouping the points in a fiber
was also suggested in Sasaki et al. (1991) (see also Sasaki, 2001), where an algorithm
for approximate factorization is exposed, it was also used recently in a decomposition
algorithm in Sommese et al. (2001a). (See also Sommese et al., 2001b,c). An elegant
and rather complete analysis of deflation procedures via partial derivations has been
developed in Lecerf (2001a). Lecerf also applied it to find an irreducible decomposition
of a variety. See also the recent work of Jeronimo–Sabia from the group TERA. For a
brief history of this last subject including the early work of Ojika (1982), see Chapter 6
of Schost (2000).
Our article is structured as follows.
The following section makes clear our meaning of the word generic, our data represen-
tation of an irreducible branch, the Galois group action and our model of computation.
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In Section 3, we present the numbers bi attached to a generic “fat” section of a plane
curve, they play a key role in the determination of the partition we are looking for.
Then we describe our combinatorial procedure for finding this partition. In Section 4,
we present our decomposition algorithm for the reduced case and list the different steps.
In Section 5 we describe more precisely how we adapted the algorithm to deal with the
non-reduced case. In Section 6, we explain our method on an example corresponding to
a non-reduced space curve. This curve consists of a simple component of degree 4 and
a triple component of reduced degree 12 which will further decompose. It is defined by
three sparse polynomials of degree 36, 13, 16 in (x, y, z).
2. Data Representation, Genericity, Group Action
A space curve C will be represented by a subvariety of Cτ+2 of dimension 1 (τ ≥ 1). C
is the top equi-dimensional part of that variety which may also contain a zero-dimensional
part that we ignore.
2.1. changes of coordinates and genericity
We consider changes of coordinates with coefficients in a infinite field K containing Q
of the form
X = x+ ay + b1z(1) + · · ·+ bτz(τ); Y = y + c1z(1) + · · ·+ bτz(τ); Z(i) = z(i).
We will only consider properties P such that the set of changes of coordinates, for which
P is not satisfied, is included in a strict algebraic subset V of K2τ+1. Then we say that a
change of coordinates is generic for this property (we will not always specify the property
if the context is clear) if (a, b, c) is not in V .
For all “usual” applications, a change of coordinates whose coefficients (a, b, c) are
decimal numbers provided by a “random function” that one can find on any computer,
will almost surely be generic. So in practice, genericity is easy to reach. We only claim
that our algorithm proposes a good candidate decomposition to be checked and which
will work almost surely.
2.2. irreducible components
A space curve C will be represented by a set of generators of an ideal I spanned by
polynomials with coefficients in Q.
We represent an irreducible component Ck of C by a polynomial hk(x, y) with coeffi-
cients in an extension of Q such that
• hk(x, y) is irreducible,
• for an x0 generic, the ideal spanned by (I, hk, x− x0) defines a non-empty variety
consisting of deg(hk) points (counted with multiplicities).
These two conditions imply that the variety defined by (I, hk) is of dimension 1. Its top
equi-dimensional part is an irreducible curve. Moreover, if we multiply the polynomials
hk corresponding to the different components of C , we get an equation of the plane
projection of C . This equation is a polynomial with coefficients in Q.
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2.3. reduction and Galois group action
We can distinguish two decompositions of the curve C : a decomposition into curves
defined by polynomials with coefficients in Q (and irreducible for this property) and a
further decomposition of each of them into curves defined by polynomials with coefficients
in an extension of Q. The components are related by Galois group actions which can be
described on the polynomials hk(x, y).
We recall from Ruppecht (2001) some useful properties of generic polynomial equations.
They show that in order to represent the absolute irreducible decomposition we only need
to compute polynomials with coefficients in a “small” simple extension field and not in
the “big” splitting field.
Let P ∈ Q[X,Y ]. We denote by n its total degree. After a change of coordinates
x← X + λY and y ← Y , we get a new polynomial Q(x, y, λ):
Q(x, y, λ) = An(x, λ)yn + · · ·+A1(x, λ)y +A0(x, λ),
where Ai(x, λ) is a polynomial with degx(Ai) ≤ n− i and degλ(Ai) ≤ n.
As the total degree of P is n, the polynomial An ∈ Q[λ] is a non-zero polynomial and
then, for all specializations of λ in Q except at most n, An(λ) 6= 0 and is in Q. For such a
value λ0, we can divide by this leading coefficient An(λ0) to get a new monic polynomial
in Q[x, y], namely yn + cn−1(x)yn−1 + · · ·+ c0(x) with deg ci(x) ≤ n− i.
Lemma 2.1. Let P be a monic square-free polynomial in Q[X,Y ] which is irreducible in
Q[X,Y ]. Then there exists an extension Q[α] of Q and a factorization P = P1 · · ·Ps,
with
Pi = Y m + cm−1(αi, X)Y m−1 + · · ·+ c0(αi, X),
where Pi is irreducible in C[X,Y ], ck ∈ Q[X,α1, . . . , αs], degX(ck) ≤ m − k and where
α1, . . . , αs are the different conjugates of α.
2.4. model of computation
The problem we address and the proposed solutions are in exact arithmetic (rational
coefficients for the input and coefficients in a specified extension of Q for the output).
However, our intermediate computations are numerical approximation, with big-floats,
of complex numbers. Our approach is by various ways probabilistic and similar to the
model of computation used in the system PARI: the level of precision is chosen by the
user depending on the size of the input, on a prediction on the size of the output and
adjusted dynamically if needed. We aim to find a candidate factor and then use exact
computations to validate it.
3. “Fat” Sections and Zero Sum Law
The basic idea of our factorization algorithm, that we will adapt for computing irre-
ducible decompositions of curves, is the following.
Let P (x, y) be a square-free polynomial and suppose that we have performed a generic
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Performing the tensor product
⊗
C[x, y]/x3 , which corresponds to a “fat” section, also
called infinitesimal neighborhood, we get
C[x, y]/(x3, P ) =
⊕
C[x, y]/(x3, Ps). (∗∗)
This equality can be checked on Taylor expansions of order 2 of P (x, y) with respect to
x at the roots of P (0, y) .
Reciprocally, because of the properties recalled here after, such a decomposition of
algebras (∗∗) lifts to a decomposition of algebras (∗). In other words, a generic fat section
of a composite curve already contains all the information on its irreducible decomposition.
3.1. the numbers bi
Let P be a monic square-free polynomial in Q[X,Y ] of degree n. For x0 ∈ Q, we
denote by y1, . . . , yn the roots of P (x0, Y ). Then for almost all values of x0, these roots
are distinct and the curve defined by P is smooth at the points (x0, yi), for i = 1, . . . , n.
If we choose such a generic value for x0, then there exist analytic functions ϕi(X) in the
neighborhood of x0, and complex numbers ai and bi, such that
φi(x0) = yi;
P (X,φi(X)) = 0;
φi(X) = yi + ai(X − x0) + bi(X − x0)2 + · · · .
Now, suppose that P admits a factorization P = P1 · · ·Ps. For k = 1 to s, let us denote by
Jk the subset of {1, . . . , n} consisting of the indices i such that yi are roots of Pk(xo, Y ).




(Y − ϕi(X)) = Y nk + c(k)nk−1(x)Y ni−1 + · · ·
with c(k)nk−1 =
∑
i∈Jk ϕi(X). Lemma 2.1 implies that deg c
(k)
nk−1 ≤ 1. Hence:∑
i∈Jk
bi = 0.
Moreover we recall from Ruppecht (2001) the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let Q be a polynomial of degree n. Consider the polynomial P (x, y, λ) =
Q(x+ λy, y). Then for almost all specializations (x0, λ0) of (x, λ), the sum
∑
i∈J bi, for
J ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, vanishes if only if it corresponds to some union of roots of a family of
factors of P .
In Sommese et al. (2001a), the authors found a gap in Rupprecht’s proof as it refers to
Harris’ theorem without a careful preparation. Following the same geometric idea, they
made precise the needed notion of genericity and re-wrote a complete proof. See also
Sommese et al. (2001b,c).
3.2. zero sums search
In Ruppecht (2001) an efficient algorithm for medium values of n is presented: given
a set of complex numbers b1, . . . , bn (computed from the procedures described above) it
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returns the list of subset of {1, . . . , n} indexing zero sums of these numbers. It amounts
to sorting four arrays of about 2n/4 elements. So, it can easily deal with degrees n
up to 80. Indeed, as 222 ' 4.106 we only need a few megabytes to store the data. An
implementation of this algorithm, written in C takes much less than a second for n about
30 and less than a minute for n about 70.
There are alternative algorithms but they have not yet been implemented.
4. Decomposition Algorithm for the Reduced Case
We first present the specifications of our algorithm, then its different steps.
4.1. specifications
The specifications correspond to the description of the data representation and of the
Galois group action given in Section 2.
Input:
An ideal I generated by polynomials in τ + 2 variables with rational coefficients, such
that the dimension of the associated quotient algebra is 1. It defines a space curve C .
Output:
A candidate decomposition of the curve C which consists of:
• The degree n of C . The number m of irreducible components Cu of C over Q, and
the degrees nu of Cu, so n =
∑
nu, for 1 ≤ u ≤ m.
• For each u,
* the number mu of irreducible components of Cu over C, that we denote by Cu,k,
( 1 ≤ k ≤ mu), the common degrees su of these Cu,k, so nu = mu.su;
* a simple extension field Ku of Q defined by a univariate polynomial qu of degree
mu with rational coefficients; a polynomial hu(x, y) absolutely irreducible with coef-
ficients inKu of degree su which is a factor of a polynomial Pu(x, y) with coefficients
in Q of degree nu.
• The product P (x, y) = P1(x, y)P2(x, y). . . . Pm(x, y), which is a polynomial of
degree n with rational coefficients.
• For each u, a test showing that the ideal generated by I and Pu(x, y) defines a
variety of dimension 1. Plus a test showing that P (x, y) vanishes on the curve C
and defines its projection on the (x, y)-plane.
4.2. the different steps of our algorithm in the reduced case
(1) Perform a generic change of coordinates with rational coefficients as described in
Section 2. Consider a generic plane section {x = x0} whose ideal, in τ + 2 variables, is
denoted by J and is reduced. To simplify notations, we suppose x0 = 0.
Compute, by an elimination procedure, a polynomial p(y) in J with rational coefficients
and minimal degree. Check that p(y) is square free, then compute a factorization over Q
to get p(y) = p1(y) . . . pm(y). The factor pu has degree nu, for 1 ≤ u ≤ m.
(2) For each u, compute numerically with great precision (300 digits if the coefficients
of the input polynomials are small integers) the roots y1, . . . , ynu of pu. Each root yi
corresponds to only one point Mi of the considered generic plane section of the curve C .
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Compute numerically with great precision the corresponding coordinate z(j)i of Mi, this
can be done by solving numerically the equations which are well conditioned.
By genericity, the point Mi is a smooth point, so one can apply the implicit function
theorem to get the Taylor expansions of y and z(j) on the curve near by Mi. This can be
done via substitutions and resolutions of linear systems. Get
y = yi + aix+ bix2 + · · · and z(j) = z(j)i + ajix+ bjix2 + · · · (1 ≤ j ≤ τ)
then collect the nu coefficients bi.
(3) We now look for a minimal partition I1, . . . , Isu of {1, . . . , nu} such that card (I1) =
. . . = card (Isu) and BIk =
∑
j∈Ik bj = 0 for k = 1, . . . , su. So we apply a zero sums search
presented in the previous section. Denote by Rk(y) the polynomial with approximate
coefficients rk =
∏
j∈Ik(y− yj). For 1 ≤ k ≤ pu, these polynomials form an approximate
factorization of pu. Then we recognize (see below) the corresponding exact factorization
of pu over an extension Ku of Q defined by a univariate polynomial qu of degree mu with
rational coefficients; nu = mu.su.
(4) We want to “lift” the polynomials rk(y) to absolutely irreducible polynomials in the
two variables (x, y). For j ∈ Ik, compute (recursively) Taylor expansions in x of y (on the
curve near by Mj) of degree su, call it φj(x). Then form the product with approximate
coefficients Rk(x, y) =
∏
j∈Ik(y − φj(x)). Check that this is a good approximation of
a polynomial of degree su. Form the product with approximate coefficients Qu(x, y) =∏
1≤k≤su Rk. Check that this is a good approximation of a polynomial with rational
coefficients which specializes in pu.
(5) Perform the opposite change of coordinates, get numerical polynomials and denote
them by R˜1, . . . , R˜su and Q˜. The first ones should form an absolute factorization of Q˜. Q˜
should be a good approximation of a polynomial with rational coefficients that we denote
by Pu.
Then, we find a representation of the extension Ku of Q given by a univariate poly-
nomial qu of degree mu with rational coefficients and a set of conjugated polynomials
which are a good approximation of R˜k. Denote by hu the first one whose coefficients are
in Ku. Finally check (e.g. by euclidean division) that hu is a divisor of Pu.
(6) Check that the variety defined by I and Pu has dimension 1.
4.3. detection of exact factors
In step (5) of the previous subsection, we had a candidate numerical factorization for
the polynomial P , already recognized as a polynomial with rational coefficients. P =
P1 · · ·Pr. The next point is to find exact coefficients from the approximate coefficients of








Z denotes τ + 2 variables and s denotes τ + 2 integers. For each (k, l) corresponding to
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As the factors Pi are conjugated, these polynomials Uk,l,s have rational coefficients. The
polynomial Uk,l,s defines the extension for the coefficients of XkY lZs in P1, . . . , Ps. In
fact, as Uk,l,s is not an exact polynomial, we compute the best rational approximation for
each coefficient of Uk,l,s. The rational approximation of each floating point number can
be computed by, for example, the PARI procedure bestappr(x,k). The number x denotes
the floating point number to approximate and k denotes the maximal denominator of
the fraction. Then we keep the square-free part of Uk,l,s:
Uk,l,s ← Uk,l,sgcd(Uk,l,s, U ′k,l,s)
.
For each non-zero coefficient, we have a polynomial defining an extension. We compute
a common extension E defined by a polynomial T . We should have deg T = r (the factors
of P are conjugated). Finally we express a factor in this extension. Then for each non-
zero coefficient a(1)k,l,s, we compute the root of Rk,l,s in E . This root is the coefficient of
XkY lZs. Finally we construct the candidate exact factor and perform an exact division.
4.4. validity tests
We recall two ways for checking that the dimension of the variety defined by the ideal
I and the polynomial h(x, y) is one.
• Probabilistic tests
(1) Take the equations of a generic plane z(j) = ajx + bjy + cj with (aj , bj , cj)
random decimal numbers and perform the substitution on the generators of I to
get I ′. Then compute a Groebner basis in (x, y) to check that the ideal J = I ′+(h)
is not (1).
• Deterministic tests
Taking into account that the degree of h(x, y) is hopefully not too large, compute
a Groebner basis in (x, y, z) to check that the ideal J = I + (h) has dimension at
least 1. This can be directed by modular computations.
5. The Non-Reduced Case
In this section, after a short presentation, we focus on the main difficulty for gener-
alizing the previous algorithm: computing Taylor expansions in x when the section is
singular. Inspired by Lecerf (2001a), we use a deflation algorithm for computing new
local equations of the curve.
5.1. presentation
In the non-reduced case the curve C contains also multiple irreducible components. By
a generic projection on a plane, each of these multiple irreducible components projects
to a multiple irreducible plane curve (possibly with a smaller multiplicity). A generic
hyper-plane section of a non-reduced curve must contain multiple points.
More precisely we start, as for the reduced case, by performing a generic change of
coordinates with rational coefficients described in Section 2. We consider a generic hyper-
plane section {x = x0} whose ideal, in τ+2 variables, is denoted by J and is not reduced.
To simplify notations, we suppose x0 = 0. We use an elimination procedure to provide
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a univariate polynomial with rational coefficients and minimal degree belonging to J .
Factorizing over Q, we get a product p1(y)e1 . . . pm(y)em . This indicates that, over Q, C
will decompose into m irreducible components and we should study each of them.
However, to simplify the exposition, avoid heavy notations, and concentrate our expla-
nation on the main difficulty, in this section we will now suppose that m = 1. We write
p(y)e instead of p1(y)e1 , we suppose e > 1 and deg(p) > 1. So here C will have only one
multiple irreducible component over Q. This simplification does not skip any interesting
phenomena; nevertheless an example with two irreducible components over Q is fully
analyzed in the next section.
5.2. specifications
Input:
• An ideal I generated by polynomials in τ + 2 variables with rational coefficients,
such that the dimension of the associated quotient algebra is 1. I defines a curve
C .
• A generic hyper-plane section {x = 0}: I specialized in {x = 0} is an ideal in τ +1
variables, it is denoted by J . J is Q-primary (i.e. J defines over C a set of multiple
points conjugated via the action of a Galois group defined by a polynomial with
coefficients in Q).
• The intersection J ∩Q[y] is generated by a polynomial p(y)e with p(y) irreducible,
e > 1 and ν := deg(p) > 1 .
Output:
A candidate decomposition of the curve C which consists of:
• The degree n of C , the number m of irreducible components Ck of C over C, and
the common degree δ, the common multiplicity µ of each Ck. So n = mµδ, and
ν = mδ.
• A simple extension fieldK of Q defined by a univariate polynomial q(T ) irreducible,
of degree m, with rational coefficients.
• A polynomial h(x, y) absolutely irreducible with coefficients in K, of degree δ.
• A polynomial P (x, y) with coefficients in Q of degree mδ, multiple of h(x, y) and
such that P (0, y) = p(y)
• A test showing that P (x, y)e belongs to I.
5.3. analysis of deflation procedures for the equations of a generic
section
♦ Let the ideal J be given by a set of generators (f1, . . . , fs). With the previous
hypothesis, the radical of the ideal J can be generated by τ +1 polynomials of the form:
(p(y), zj − χj(y)); 1 ≤ j ≤ τ.
We aim to describe an efficient procedure which takes this presentation then “lift” it to
describe the radical of I near the section.
Denoting by yi; 1 ≤ i ≤ ν, the roots of p(y) and by ζji the values χj(yi)); 1 ≤ j ≤ τ , the
algebraic set defined by J consists of ν points Mi = (yi, ζ1i , . . . , ζ
τ
i ) which are conjugated
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by a Galois group action. Moreover, the ν localizations of J at these points are also
conjugated by the same Galois group action. So their associated algebras have the same
order, same length, same Hilbert function and it suffices to study one of them. The
localization of J at the pointsM1, corresponds to an (y−y1, z1−ζ11 , . . . , zτ−ζτ1 )-primary
ideal in the regular local ring with maximal idealM = (y − y1, z1 − ζ11 , . . . , zτ − ζτ1 ).
♦ We describe a procedure which, given a set of generators (f1, . . . , fs) of J , asso-
ciates a sequence of computations providing a set of generators of M in the regular
local ring.
This is obtained via the analysis (a “profiling”) of the following algorithm, that we call
A. A proceeds by completion of two families F and G. When A starts, G is empty and
F contains the localizations θ1, . . . , θs of the f1, . . . , fs in the regular local ring.
The families F and G are recursively completed by using the following rules.
(1) Compute the order o of an element θ of F , then form a partial derivative θa of
order o− 1 of θ.
(2) If the order of θa is greater than 1, then put θa in F .
(3) If the order of θa is 1 and if its initial form is linearly independent of the initial
forms of the element already in G then put θa in G.
(4) If the order of θa is 1 but if its initial form is linearly dependent of the initial forms
of the element of G then compute (by a linear combination between θa and the
elements of G) a new element γa, such that its initial form has order greater than
1, if γa 6= 0 put γa in F .
Algorithm A stops when G has τ + 1 elements.
Algorithm A terminates and provides a set of generators ofM. Indeed, as the localiza-
tion of J isM-primary it contains a power, say t, ofM. So the cardinal of F is bounded
by the codimension ofMt. After a sequence of steps where all the polynomials in F have
been derivated, either the codimension of the ideal spanned by F strictly decreases or G
strictly increases.
Now, the analysis procedure (the “profiling”) keeps the record of a sequence of com-
putations (followed by Algorithm A) which provides a set of generators of M. We can
also consider an optimized procedure wich keeps a sequence with a minimal number of
zero linear combinations.
important remarks
We considered derivatives of series obtained by localization of polynomials. Due to the
possible multiplication by invertible elements, these series are not equal to localization
of the derived polynomials. However, their initial forms are equal and the algorithm A
only considers properties of the initial forms. So in the algorithm A we can perform only
derivations of polynomials, replacing in the previous rules the derivatives of θ by the
localizations of the derivatives of f . Nevertheless, we still have to determine their orders
in the localization.
We also recall that a translation on the variables does not change the derivatives, for
example, taking the derivative of f with respect to y − y1 is the same as taking the
derivative of f with respect to y.
Example. J = (f := y3 + 7z2y − zy3 + y4, g := y2 − zy + z3) localized in (0, 0).
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The order of f is 3 , so we compute second derivatives: f3 := fyy = 6y−6yz+12y2 and
put f3 in G, then f4 := fzz = 14y. As the initial form of f3 is proportional to the initial
form of f3, we compute the “zero linear” combination f5 := 7f3 − 3f4 = −42yz + 84y2
and we put it in F . Now we choose a new derivative of an element in F , e.g. f6 = fzy =
14z − 3y2, its initial form is independent of that of f3. So we put f6 in G. Algorithm A
stops because (f3, f6) generates the maximal ideal. The procedure keeps the record of
the sequence of computations: f3 = fyy; f6 = fzy which contains only derivations and we
forget the zero linear combination which was useless for this sequence.
5.4. flat deformation
The next step is the computation of a set of generators of the localization of the radical
of I near by the ν points Mi defined in the previous subsection. It is enough to do it for
M1, because Mi are conjugated.
As we supposed the section x = 0 generic, then the local scheme defined by I near
by M1 is a flat deformation along the x-axis of the local scheme defined by J . And
respectively for the reduced schemes.
This property implies that a “zero linear” combination with coefficients in the field C,
extends to a zero linear combination with coefficients in C{x}. Genericity also implies
that the orders of the deformed ideals or elements that we computed in the algorithm A
will not change by this local deformation along the x axis.
Example. Let us consider the two following polynomials:
F := −z5x3 + 2z5x2 − z5x+ z3yx2 − 2z3yx
+ z3y + z2x2 − 2z2x+ z2 − yx+ z + 2y
and
G := z6x6 − 3z6x5 + 3z6x4 − 3z4yx5 − z6x3 + 9z4yx4
− 9z4yx3 + 3z2y2x4 + 3z4yx2 − 9z2y2x3
+ 9z2y2x2 − y3x3 − 3z2y2x− z2x3 + 3y3x2
+ 3z2x2 − 3y3x− z2x+ y3 + yx2 − z2 − zx− 3yx+ z + 2y.
They define a multiple curve T in C3 and x = 0 is a generic section. We get
f = f(y, z) := F (0, y, z) = 2y + z + z2 + z3y
and
g = g(y, z) := G(0, y, z) = 2y + z − z2 + y3.
So f and g vanish at (0, 0) and the smallest sequence of computation providing a set of
generators of the corresponding maximal ideal is h := f − g then h′z = 4z + 3z2y. We
deform the “zero linear” combination between the initial forms of f and g into a “zero
linear” combination between the initial forms of F and G, we get H := (1 − x)F − G
then
H ′z = −6z5x6 + 18z5x5 − 18z5x4 + 12z3yx5 + 6z5x3 + 5z4x4 − 36z3yx4 − 15z4x3
+ 36z3yx3 − 6zy2x4 + 15z4x2 − 12z3yx2 − 3z2yx3 + 18zy2x3 − 5z4x+ 9z2yx2
− 18zy2x2 − 9z2yx+ 6zy2x+ 3z2y − 4zx+ 4z.
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G and H ′z define locally the reduced curve associated with the curve T .
♦ As we are able to lift any “zero linear” combinations between the initial forms to a
new element of the ideal I, we obtain an algorithm for computing, locally near by the
generic section, a set of generators of the radical of I.
Then, we are ready for computing Taylor expansions along the curve.
5.5. other steps
Now, we follow exactly the steps 2 to 6 of the decomposition algorithm described for
the reduced case.
6. Illustrative Example of a Non-Reduced Curve
In this section, we follow the successive steps of our algorithm. For sake of clarity
we chose an example of medium size but our approach can handle more complicated
examples. We consider a curve C defined by three sparse polynomials F,G,H in (x, y, z)
of degree 36, 13, and 16. As we will see below the intrinsic degree of the reduced curve
associated to C is only 16.
In order to keep the data readable, we will not perform a general change of coordinates
but a simple one (x = 2 + X) which, in this case, already shows the phenomena. We
will perform all numerical computations with 500 digits, except in the zero sums search
procedure where simple floats suffice.
6.1. equations of the curve C
The curve is defined by the following three polynomials:
F = 2y6xz − x2y4z2 + 2x4y2z + 5y28x6 + 3y32x3 + y24x9 − 7y20x12
− 11y16x15 − 4y12x18 + 6y8x21 + 5y4x24 + y8z − y8x− 2x4y4 + x6z
+ 2y6x2z − 2y7xz − x6 − y8 − y32 − x24 − 2x3y4 − 3y24x6
− 2y28x3 + 2y20x9 + 5y16x12 + 6y12x15 − 2x18y8 − 4x21y4 + y9
− x7 + x2y4z3 − 2x4y3z − x3y4z2 + x2y5z2 − 2x4y2z2 + 2x5y2z
+ y36 + x27 + 2x3y4z + 2y5x3 − 2y6xz2 + yx6.
G := 2y6xz − x2y4z2 + 2x4y2z + 2x4z4 − 2x3z6 − x2z8 + 2xz10 + x6z
− 2x4z5 + 2x5z4 − 2y10xz + y12 − 2x6 + x9 − y8 + 3x3y8 + 3x6y4
− 2x3y4 − x7 + 2x3z6y + x2z8y − 2x4z6 + x2z9 − x3z8 − 2xz11
+ 2x2z10 − z12x+ z12y + 2x3z7 + z13 − 4y6x4z + x2y8z2
+ x5y4z2 − 2x7y2z − 2x4z4y − 2xz10y − z12 + yx6.
H := 2y6xz − x2y4z2 + 2x4y2z + 2x4z4 − 2x3z6 − x2z8 + 2xz10
+ y8z − y8x− 2x4y4 + x6z + 2y6x2z − 2y7xz − 2x6
+ x9 − y8 + x6y4 − 2x3y4 + y9 − x7 + x2y4z3 − 2x4z4y4
− 2x4y3z − x3y4z2 + x2y5z2 − 2x4y2z2 + 2x5y2z − z12 + 2x3y4z
+ 2x3z6y4 − 2xz10y4 + x2z8y4 − 2x7z4 + 2x6z6 + x5z8
− 2x4z10 + z12y4 + z12x3 + 2y5x3 − 2y6xz2 + yx6.
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Taking a generic section we check that the variety in C3 defined by the ideal I spanned
by these three polynomials, has dimension 1. We denote by C the union of the components
of dimension one of this variety V.
6.2. g b computations for this example
This example was designed to better explain the ideas of our approach and illustrate
the different steps of our algorithm. In respect to the difficulty of this example, we can
say that a Groebner basis (in short G B) of I is not easy to compute.
• On one of the computers of “Medicis” (MEDICIS, 0000), a Compaq XP 1000 Alpha
EV6 at 500 MHz, the system Magma 2.8 (Magma, 2001) took:
1 s to compute the lex G B of the section x = 2 on Z/prime;
4 s to compute the lex G B of the section x = 2 on Q;
1 min to compute the revlex G B of the ideal I on Z/prime;
after 1 h we stopped the computation of the lex G B of the ideal I on Z/prime. So
the complete computation on Q cannot be performed with this configuration.
• On a Pentium III 933, with 512M Ram, the system Macaulay 2 (Macaulay 2, 2001)
working modulo a prime, could not solve this example, it took:
10 min to compute the degree (i.e. 40);
we stopped the computation of the lex G B after 2 h.
• The software FGb is reachable via a web site (Fauge`re, 2001), it runs on a bi-
Pentium 233, a similar job took:
15 s to compute the revlex G B of the ideal I on Z/prime;
3 min to compute the revlex G B of the ideal I on Q;
we stopped after 0.5 h the computation of the lex G B of the ideal I on Q, when
an error message indicated a memory problem.
Then, we sent by e-mail the equations to Faugere. He sent us back a correct answer
and wrote that he got it in 2 s on a PC, using his prototype F7 which performs
irreducible decomposition.
The prototype software “Kronecker” of Lecerf, once “helped” by a presentation of the
three equations, more suited for the evaluation procedure of Kronecker, could achieve
the computation in few minutes.
Finally, the resultant of two of these polynomials is not easy to compute. We did not
succeed with several distributed implementations.
6.3. description of a generic plane section
We consider the intersection of the variety V with the plane {x = 2}, this intersection
is defined by the ideal J spanned by f = F (2, y, z), g = G(2, y, z), h = H(2, y, z) in
Q[y, z]. These polynomials have degree 36, 13, and 16. We could compute a Groebner
basis of this ideal and check that J is a vector space of finite codimension; but here it is
faster to use resultants.
We compute the gcd of the resultant (with respect to z) of g and h and of the resultant
(with respect to z) of g and f . We get a polynomial (y4+7)(y12+16y8+192y4+512)4
which belongs to J . We let
p1 := y4 + 7; p2 := y12 + 16y8 + 192y4 + 512
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these two polynomials are irreducible over Q. Then, via easy Groebner bases computa-
tions we obtain that J = J1 ∩ J2. We let
s1 := z − 3 + y; s2 := 128z + y10 + 16y6 + 128y2.
The ideal J1 is generated by the polynomials p1 and s1, it defines four simple points.
The radical of the ideal J2 is generated by the polynomials p2 and s2. But the ideal J2
is generated by the polynomials (p22, p2s2, s
2
2) therefore defines 12 multiple points each of
multiplicity 3 and order 2.
Hence, these 16 points are completely defined. We compute with a Newton algorithm
the coordinates of these points with 500 digits.
As the section with the plane {x = 2} was supposed generic, the previous decomposi-
tion of J indicates that the curve C decomposes over Q into two irreducible components:
C1 which is reduced of degree 4 and C2 which is of multiplicity 3 and whose degree is
3 × 12 = 36. So the degree of C should be 40 but the degree of its associated reduced
curve should be 16.
The equation of the projection on the y axis of the section of C with the plane {x = 2}
is p1p22. Set theoretically it is a 1 to 1 projection.
6.4. a deflation procedure using derivatives
Our next target is to compute (with a good approximation) the coefficients of Taylor
expansions of y(x) and z(x), along the curve and near by the 16 points of the generic
section. Near by the four simple points, the Taylor expansions are obtained by a simple
application of the implicit function theorem to the polynomials G and H, as in the
non-reduced case; but a similar computation does not work for the 12 multiple points.
Our strategy (exposed in Section 5) is to build new polynomials, computed from F , G,
H via derivations with respect to y and z such that, near by the 12 points, they locally
define the reduced curve associated with C . Then we will be able to apply the implicit
function theorem and get the Taylor expansions. A key point is that the pattern of this
construction can be elaborated in the generic section on f, g, h where the computations
are not only tractable but efficient, then lifted to F,G,H.
We have seen that the 12 multiple points have order two. I.e. near by each of the 12
points, if we denote by Y and Z the local coordinates, the local ideal defined by J2 is
included in the ideal spanned by (Y 2, Y Z, Z2). Therefore the derivatives with respect to
y or z of the elements of J2 still vanish at these 12 points. Moreover the multiplicity of
the curve defined by these derivatives decreases.
In our example, denoting the partial derivative of g with respect to y by gy and similarly
for the other polynomials, easy Groebner bases computations (here 17y + 3z + 5 is just
a generic line) give
GB(17y + 3z + 5, gy, hz) = (1); GB(p22, s
2
2, gy, hz) = (p2, s2).
These results show that the variety associated to the ideal (gy, hz) consists of the 12
aimed reduced points. Let us notice that the choice of these equations is not unique, e.g.
the couples (gy, fz) or (gz, hy) work as well.
By genericity, the equations Gy(x, y, z) and Hz(x, y, z) define a reduced curve near our
12 points. So we can apply the implicit function theorem (i.e. Newton Hensel approxi-
mation process) and compute the targeted Taylor expansions.
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6.5. zero sums analysis
We compute recursively the 12 + 4 Taylor expansions (up to order 2) for y and z and
denote them by φi(x) and ψi(x) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 16. Then we collect the approximate complex
numbers bi, as explained in Section 3, from the φi(x).
Let us denote by b13, b14, b15, b16 the numbers corresponding to the four points defined
by J1. We easily check that the only zero sum is the trivial one b13 + b14 + b15 + b16 = 0.
This implies that the curve C1 is absolutely irreducible (i.e. over C).
A quick check on the sums among the 12 first numbers bi provides three minimal non-
trivial zero sums. So we get a partition of the 12 points yi into three classes of four points
each, that we re-index {y1, . . . , y4}, {y5, . . . , y8}, {y9, . . . , y12}. This indicates that the
curve C2 decomposes into three absolutely irreducible (i.e. over C) triple components of
degree 3× 4 that we denote by T1, T2, T3.
This partition induces a factorization of p2 into three factors p21, p22, p23. p21 :=
(y− y1) . . . (y− y4) and so on. It turns out that with a very good approximation and the
notation i =
√−1, we have:
p21 = y4 + 3.441277672,
p22 = y4 + 6.279361164 + 10.45713023 i,
p23 = y4 + 6.279361164− 10.45713023 i.
Applying the Viete formulae, we see that these three complex numbers are with a very
good approximation the roots of the irreducible monic polynomial q(T ) := T 3 + 16T 2 +
192T + 512. Therefore, T1, T2, T3 admit polynomial equations with coefficients in the
splitting field of q(T ). Moreover, the equations for T1 have coefficients in the simple field
Q[T ]/q(T ).
6.6. product of Taylor expansions
By Newton–Hensel lifting we compute Taylor expansions φi(x) and ψi(x) of y and z
of degree 4 near by the 16 points.
Then we form the product
∏16
i=13(y−φi(x)) in order to get an approximate polynomial,
in the two variables x and y, vanishing on the curve C1. We easily recognize that it is an
approximation of the polynomial P1 with integer coefficients:
P1(x, y) := y4 + x3 − 1.
Then we form the product
∏12
i=1(y−φi(x)) in order to get an approximate polynomial,
in the two variables x and y, vanishing on the curve C2 . We easily recognize that it is
an approximation of the polynomial P2 with integer coefficients:
P2(x, y) := y12 + 2x3y8 + 3x6y4 + x9
which admits the followingQ[T ]/q(T )-irreducible factor P21 with coefficient inQ[T ]/q(T ):
P21(x, y) := y4 + 18Tx
3.
6.7. dimension test
Now, it remains only to check that the dimension of the variety V1 defined by I and
P1, (resp. V2 , I and P2) is one.
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We get an almost certain probabilistic check by considering a generic plane section.
We can also compute two (modular or rational) Groebner bases, as the degrees of P1 and
P2 are low.
In this example the equations of P1 and P2 are so simple that we can perform interac-
tively a sequence of divisions, then discover that the irreducible components are monomial
curves.
7. Conclusion
We proposed an algorithm to compute the irreducible components of a (possibly non-
reduced) curve. It relies on numerical computation and on a random change of coordi-
nates. It performs an analysis in a “fat” hyper-plane section followed by Newton–Hensel
liftings of a decomposition.
We gave an example (in Section 6) showing some serious limitation in the ability of
the Groebner bases programs to solve a system of medium size polynomials in three
variables when the associated scheme admits multiple components of positive dimension.
We believe that this geometric feature should be detected and then appropriate strategies
of computations should be applied.
On this example we have shown that we could take advantage of the huge difference
between the computational cost of elimination in three variables and elimination in two
variables. Using fast routines, we described completely the geometry of the curve given
by these three equations of degrees 36, 13, 16, with three triple conjugate components
of reduced degree 4. Our method can handle much more complicated examples. Another
important feature of our method is that we get an early prediction of the degrees of the
irreducible components, so we are able to spare unnecessary Newton–Hensel liftings in
higher degrees which are time and precision consuming.
Our approach can be generalized to deal with multiple components of higher equidi-
mensional varieties. Indeed, by the Hilbert irreducibility theorem and the Bertini theo-
rem, the irreducible decomposition of an equi-dimensional scheme is faithfully reproduced
on a generic section defining a curve. So it suffices to study this curve, decompose it and
then perform Hensel lifting to the equations hu(x, y) defining this decomposition (see
Section 4.1). Of course this lifting should be done carefully in the non-reduced case; but
by genericity once the pattern for the deflation procedure has been elaborated for the
curve section, it can be extended with no difficulty for an equi-dimensional scheme.
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